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Prenups,
Postnups
and a Pandemic
by Callie K. Hinson
After the Coronavirus outbreak
struck, many engaged couples found
themselves forced to postpone their
weddings. While the postponement
might have been an initial shock, the
additional time taken to plan one’s
wedding provides the opportunity
for a couple to decide whether to
enter into a Prenuptial Agreement.
A Prenuptial Agreement may assist
couples who may be struggling with
the feelings of uncertainty created
by the pandemic, allowing them to
address financial issues in advance
of the possibility of divorce, and
alleviating unknowns and concerns
in that event.
As part of the domestic law bar, I
have seen how COVID changes
have caused many marriages to
breakdown resulting in the increase
in the number of divorces over the
last year. Although entering into a
Prenuptial Agreement does not
sound romantic, working through
one can actually help a couple have
a long-lasting marriage that does
not end in divorce.

Tennessee
is
an
equitable
distribution state for property
division in divorce, but courts are
required to consider a list of factors
in determining which spouse
receives what assets. Equitable
division does not always mean
equal property division in divorce.
Depending upon the specific facts
of a case, what the court deems fair
could very well be an equal or near
equal division. However, the
division could also be 40-60, 25-75,
or some other split that is equitable,
yet unequal.
The Prenuptial Agreement is a
document that has become more
popular as couples realize the
importance of clarifying financial
expectations and setting a good
foundation for communication
about finances (and other issues)
before the marriage. Some issues
that a typical prenup addresses are:
the division of acquired real estate;
the designation of each spouse’s
separate property versus marital
property; the division of how assets
and liabilities acquired during the
marriage will be handled in the
event of a divorce; the designation
of spousal support a party is
entitled to in the event of a divorce;
and the rights to life insurance
policies and other estate planning
tools.

Callie K. Hinson is a domestic law attorney
whose practice focuses on domestic law
including, but not limited to, divorce, child
custody, child support, prenuptial agreements,
and adoptions.
Contact: chinson@nealharwell.com

In addition, the pandemic and the
lockdowns have given many married
couples ample time and opportunity
to reevaluate their relationships.
For some couples, spending extra
time together at home has made
their marriage even stronger, but for
others, being locked in the same
house together and working from
home has made them realize the
faults in their relationships.
Married couples who have found
fault in their relationships and are
looking to throw in the towel as a
result of the pandemic should not
have to automatically default to
divorce. Rather than filing for
divorce, a couple may explore the
option of entering into a Postnuptial
Agreement to address some of their
marital issues. A Postnuptial
Agreement is a contract between a
married couple that is entered into
after their marriage has begun,
which addresses issues such as
financial responsibility and asset
ownership.
Prenuptial
and
postnuptial
agreements can be extremely useful
tools if drafted and executed
properly. However, there are very
specific procedures that must be
followed to ensure that a pre- or
postnuptial
agreement
will
withstand a challenge in court.

Nathan C. Sanders is a Member at Neal &
Harwell whose practice focuses on appellate
matters, a broad array of civil litigation
disputes, and white-collar criminal cases.
Contact: nsanders@nealharwell.com

Appeals Under
the Federal
Arbitration Act
by Nathan C. Sanders
Typically,
a
litigant
may
not
immediately appeal the denial of a Rule
12 motion to dismiss. That is because
an order denying a motion to dismiss is
“interlocutory” (i.e., it does not
conclude the case), and federal courts
of appeals usually restrict their review
to “final” orders. However, an
interesting question of appealability is
raised when a district court denies a
motion to dismiss that is based on an
arbitration clause, because section 16
of the Federal Arbitration Act (“FAA”)
does permit immediate appellate
review of certain interlocutory orders
that are hostile to arbitration.
The Sixth Circuit recently addressed
this question in United States ex rel.
Dorsa v. Miraca Life Sciences, Inc., 983
F.3d 885 (6th Cir. 2020), and held in a
2-1 decision that an order denying a
motion to dismiss based on an
arbitration clause is not immediately
appealable under the FAA’s “narrow”
appeal provision if the only relief
requested by the moving party is
dismissal. The ruling preserved the
decision of the District Court, which
had held that a Neal & Harwell client’s
False Claims Act retaliation claim
against his former employer could
proceed in court.

Section 16 of the FAA allows litigants
to immediately appeal a narrow set of
orders that are hostile to arbitration. In
the Dorsa case, the defendant
attempted
to
base
appellate
jurisdiction on 9 U.S.C. § 16(a)(1)(A) and
(B), which permit “[a]n appeal [to] be
taken from an order” either “refusing a
stay of any action under section 3 of
[the FAA],” or “denying a petition under
section 4 of [the FAA] to order
arbitration to proceed.”
Consistent with the decisions of its
sister circuits, the Sixth Circuit
concluded in Dorsa that neither
provision of section 16 supplied
appellate jurisdiction because the
defendant’s Rule 12 motion to dismiss
never asked the District Court for a
stay or an order compelling arbitration.
According to the Sixth Circuit, “[t]he
essence of [the defendant’s] motion to
the district court was a request that the
court dismiss the action, not that the
court stay the proceedings or issue an
order compelling arbitration.” Thus, the
District Court’s order denying the
motion to dismiss did not refuse a stay
or deny a petition to compel arbitration
within the meaning of section 16.
Following prior decisions interpreting
section 16, the Sixth Circuit rejected
the defendant’s argument that the
denial of the motion to dismiss should
be appealable because it had the same
effect as an order denying a motion to
compel arbitration, insofar as both
types of orders allow claims to proceed
in court. The Court observed that
appealability under section 16 turns on
whether the order in question is one
that is “specified in the plain text of
that section,” not on the “practical
effect” of the order.

The Sixth Circuit observed that it
would have possessed jurisdiction if
the defendant’s motion had sought
both dismissal and, in the alternative, a
stay or an order compelling arbitration.
The Court explained that its prior
decisions do not “require[] that the
party seeking to enforce an arbitration
clause
and
establish
appellate
jurisdiction” request “only the relief
provided for in the FAA.” However,
because the defendant did not seek any
FAA relief, the Court concluded that
appellate jurisdiction did not lie.
Following Dorsa, a litigant attempting
to enforce an arbitration clause within
the Sixth Circuit would be wise to
caption its motion in district court as a
“motion to stay or compel arbitration”
and request the relief provided for by
the FAA if it wishes to pursue an
interlocutory appeal of an adverse
district court ruling.

Stephen M. Montgomery practices in the
areas of commercial transactions, bankruptcy,
commercial real estate, estate planning and
probate, and civil litigation. He represents
businesses with entity formation, contract
drafting, purchasing and selling assets and
ownership interests, and resolving business
disputes.
Contact: smontgomery@nealharwell.com

Arrin K. Richards is an attorney in
our
transactional
group
and
represents a range of corporate and
individual clients. His practice
focuses on commercial transactions,
bankruptcy, commercial real estate,
estate planning and civil litigation
Contact: arichards@nealharwell.com

Choosing the Right Business Structure for your Small Business
by Arrin K. Richards and Stephen M. Montgomery
Congratulations - you did it! Instead of binge-watching TV and making Tik-Toks during the pandemic like the rest of us,
you took this time to sharpen your business plan, and now your small business is almost ready to launch! A common
question we hear from new entrepreneurs is "what business structure should I choose?” Before hanging your shingle and
buying ad space, it's important to choose the legal structure that works best for your business.
1.Sole Proprietorship: If you will be the sole owner and operator of your business, you can begin operations as a sole
proprietor without submitting any state or federal registrations. Business income will simply pass through to the owner,
and then the owner will report business profits and losses on their IRS Schedule C, and pay any applicable state and city
business taxes. The owner will be responsible for ordinary income, self-employment and sales taxes, but can also claim
business related deductions to reduce taxable income.
Pros: easy, low cost set-up, exit and record keeping; minimal business formality required.
Cons: owner is personally liable for the business's liabilities; no structure for survival after death or departure of
owner.
2. Corporation: Corporations are independent of their owners and come in different types, each with their own rights and
obligations.
S Corporations ("S Corps") were designed for small businesses - they limit the number of owners (“shareholders”) and
avoid double taxation by allowing profits and certain losses to be passed through to the owners' personal income
without being subjected to corporate taxes.
Pros: limited liability for shareholders; pass-through taxation; dividends paid to shareholders/employees are not
subject to self-employment tax; indefinite operation.
Cons: strict federal eligibility requirements and profit/loss allocation; corporate formality.
C Corporations (“C Corps”) are the most common type of corporation in the United States. Unless it elects to be taxed
as an S Corp, a C Corp is subject to double taxation – the C Corp pays corporate income taxes (after credits, losses and
deductions), and then pays its shareholders dividends from its after-tax income. Shareholders are then subject to
personal income taxes on the dividends. C Corps must maintain corporate formality, including holding annual
meetings for directors and shareholders, maintaining meeting minutes and voting records, and adopting bylaws.

Pros: limited liability for shareholders; shares of corporation are freely
transferable by shareholders; perpetual existence; may be viewed as
more attractive to investors than an S Corp or LLC; unlimited number of
shareholders.
Cons: Corporate formality; double taxation; expensive to set up and
maintain; may require registration with the Securities and Exchange
Commission if publicly traded.
How to form a Corporation: (1) Choose a name - must be distinguishable from
other businesses filed with the TN Secretary of State; (2) Appoint a registered
agent; (3) File a corporate charter (Cost: $100).

3. Partnership: Like sole proprietorships, partnerships are unincorporated entities with profits and losses passed through
to each partner. In a general partnership, each general partner (GP) shares financial and management obligations for the
partnership, and the GPs are not subject to business taxes. In a limited partnership, the limited partners (LPs) often
participate in the partnership solely as investors, and their liability is limited to the amount of their investment. LPs are
subject to business taxes. The GP in a limited partnership manages the day-to-day operations of the business and retains
liability for the business’s debts. A limited liability partnership provides flexible ownership and operation, and protects its
individual partners from liability resulting from the negligent conduct of the other partners.
Pros: Simple formation; minimal tax forms; shared/reduced financial burden.
Cons: Partners share legal and financial responsibility for the business; individual tax rates are typically higher than
business tax rates.
How to form:
General Partnership: no official filing required; partnership has the option to file a Statement of Partnership
Authority (Cost: $20).
Limited Partnership: (1) Choose a name - must be distinguishable from other businesses filed with the TN Secretary
of State; (2) Choose a Registered Agent; (3) File a Certificate of Limited Partnership (Cost: $100).
Limited Liability Partnership: (1) Choose a name; (2) Choose a Registered Agent; (3) File an LLP Application (Cost:
Min. $250).
4. Limited Liability Company (LLC): LLCs are hybrid business structures - they combine the limited liability features of a
corporation with the tax and operational flexibility of a partnership. Owners (“members”) are protected from personal
liability for the LLC's debts. If an LLC opts to be taxed as a partnership, its profits may be passed through its members’
personal income tax. An LLC may be member-managed by all the members, collectively, or manager-managed by a
“manager” designated by the LLC’s members to carry out day-to-day operations. These LLC details may be set forth in the
LLC’s Articles of Organization and Operating Agreement.
Pros: limited liability for owners; tax/operational flexibility; easy formation.
Cons: liability limitations are conditioned on adhering to LLC formalities; potential self-employments taxes and
member departure.
How to form: (1) Name your company - must be distinguishable from other businesses filed with the TN Secretary of
State; (2) Appoint a registered agent; (3) File Articles of Organization (Cost: Min. $300).
So, what legal structure is right for your business? As you might expect us to say, it depends! The information provided
here is not all-inclusive, and the right structure for your business depends on, among other factors, your financial position,
the type of services your business provides, and your short and long term business goals. Fortunately, Neal & Harwell’s
attorneys stand by willing to advise on business formation, and any other legal questions you may have about starting
your business.

ATTORNEY SPOTLIGHT
March is Women's History Month. We took the opportunity to sit down with Neal & Harwell Member,
Mariam N. Stockton, to learn more about her personal and professional experiences as a woman.

Mariam Stockton is a Member at
Neal & Harwell, PLC. She is an
experienced litigator and trial
attorney who represents a
diverse range of clients - from
artists, labels, and entertainers
to major corporations.
Contact:
mstockton@nealharwell.com

1. What keeps you motivated? I consider myself to be a
very career driven individual. I’ve always had an affinity
for the legal process. This love for the law has driven me
throughout my career. However, last April I welcomed my
son, Maxwell, into the world. He has inspired me in a whole
new way that I previously hadn’t thought possible. Now I
am even more dedicated to due process and motivated to
uphold justice in the world to ensure my son can grow up
in the best environment I can make for him.
2.
How has being a new mom affected your career?
Working moms, in today’s society, are facing one of life’s
hardest challenges. Thankfully, I am fortunate to have a
support system at home to help with childcare as well as
compassionate leadership at work. This has given me the
freedom to negotiate the necessary trapeze act with which
all working mothers in the United States are familiar.
During this global pandemic, we have all had to adapt to
working remotely and navigating this new landscape.
However, the silver lining
has
truly
been
the
opportunity to spend a little
extra time with my son
during coffee breaks. I’m
more fortunate than most
working mothers. In this way,
I’ve been graced with the
ability to find true balance
between motherhood and
work.

3.
How has being a woman of color affected your
career? I am incredibly honored to be one of the first
women of color to be named partner at Neal & Harwell.
Growing up in rural Indiana, as the only immigrant family
in town, was not easy. I grew up accustomed to being
different and without seeing people like me. Thankfully, I
moved to Nashville where I gained exposure to the
diversity that a big city offers. I saw examples of the
woman I could become and resolved to never let my
differences prevent me from achieving my dreams. I hope
to demonstrate to young women of all backgrounds that it
is possible to become anything you want to be.
4.
If you weren’t a lawyer what would you be? This is
such a hard question to answer because I’ve always
wanted to be an attorney. But, if I had to choose, I think it
would be fun to open a bed and breakfast to welcome
guests from all over the world to my home. In this
alternate reality, I’d also have goats on the land for milk
and cheese, gardens full of fresh vegetables, as well as a
little place to make wine. It’s a rustic fantasy that might
come to fruition in retirement. For now, I am happy being
an attorney and leaving the goats on their current farm.
5.
What are your hobbies/ interests? During my
infrequent moments of leisure, I like to get creative in the
kitchen. Once we can safely gather again, I look forward to
entertaining friends and family with three-course meals
complete with Pinterest ready place settings. However,
my favorite way to end each day includes a long stroll with
my baby, husband, and dog where we catch up on our days
and purely enjoy our little nuclear family.
6.
Favorite musician or band? I am definitely a Brandi
Carlile fan.

NH NEWS
Nathan C. Sanders and Jeffrey A. Zager Elected Partners
Nathan C. Sanders and Jeffrey A. Zager have been elected partners at Neal & Harwell.
“Nathan and Jeffrey are valuable members of Neal & Harwell,” said Ronald G. Harris, Chief Administrator. “This election
recognizes their commitment and contributions to our firm and clients. We are proud to have these two attorneys stepping up
as leaders of Neal & Harwell.”
Nathan joined the firm in 2016 and has a practice focused on appellate matters, False Claims Act lawsuits and investigations,
and various other types of civil litigation. He graduated Order of the Coif from Vanderbilt Law School in 2013. Prior to joining
Neal & Harwell, Nathan was an associate at Simpson Thacher & Bartlett in New York and served as a law clerk for the
Honorable Karen LeCraft Henderson of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Nathan is a
member of the Phoenix Club of Nashville and the 2019-2020 class of the Nashville Bar Foundation Leadership Forum.
Jeffrey has been with Neal & Harwell since 2015. His practice focuses on complex civil litigation and appellate matters. He
received his J.D. in 2013 from Vanderbilt Law School. Prior to joining Neal & Harwell, Zager served as a law clerk for Judge
William J. Haynes, Jr. of the United States District Court for Middle District of Tennessee and Judge Thomas W. Brothers of the
Davidson Country Circuit Court in Nashville, TN. Jeffrey serves on the Board of the Martha O’Bryan Center, where he also
serves as Chair of the NextUP Junior Board, and is an inaugural member of the Frist Art Museum’s Warhol Society Board.

Marisa A. Garcia Joins Neal & Harwell as Associate
Marisa A. Garcia has joined Neal & Harwell, PLC, as an associate in the firm's litigation group.
“We are thrilled to add Marisa to our litigation team at Neal & Harwell,” stated Ronald G. Harris, Chief Administrator of Neal &
Harwell. “With her many talents and work ethic, we know that she will be a most effective advocate for our clients.”
Marisa earned her J.D., cum laude, from Belmont University College of Law in May 2020. She served as Executive Symposium
Editor for the Belmont Law Review and was a member of the Belmont Board of Advocates. Garcia’s team won the Emory Civil
Rights and Liberties Moot Court competition in 2018, was the 2019-2020 Brooklyn Regional Champions of the ABA National
Appellate Advocacy Competition, and Garcia was named the Brooklyn Regional Number One Advocate. Marisa also received the
CALI Excellence for the Future Award in Trial Advocacy.
During law school, Marisa gained experience and exposure to our court system as a summer associate at Neal & Harwell. She also
worked with the Tennessee Attorney General’s office assisting in the Civil Rights and Claims Division and the Civil Litigation and
State Service Division and with the Tennessee Department of Commerce and Insurance Regulatory Boards Division.
Prior to law school, Marisa served as a member of the United States Air Force. She spent the majority of her service as a Security
Forces Phoenix Raven. Marisa graduated from Airman Leadership School and received the highest John L. Levitow Award for
“Academics, Leadership, Discipline, and Moral Fortitude.”
Marisa also serves on the Junior Board for Women in Numbers “WIN,” which encourages and endorses qualified women to be
elected to public office. Her interests include spending time with family and physical fitness. She has maintained her Personal
Trainer Certification for the American Council on Exercise for over a decade.

Mozianio "Trey" S. Reliford selected as 2021 LCLD Fellow
Neal & Harwell attorney Mozianio “Trey” S. Reliford has been selected as a 2021 Fellow
for the Leadership Council on Legal Diversity (LCLD).
Neal & Harwell has been a LCLD Member since 2013. The LCLD Fellows Program is designed to connect diverse, highpotential, mid-career attorneys for a year-long professional development series. The program aims to provide
participants with professional and personal development opportunities, leadership training, relationship-building skills
and access to the LCLD network of attorneys.
Neal & Harwell LCLD Fellows:
2021 Fellow: Mozianio “Trey” S. Reliford III
2020 Fellow: Marie T. Scott
2019 Fellow: Mariam N. Stockton
2018 Fellow: Christopher M. Bellamy
2015 Fellow: Blind Akrawi
2013 Fellow: Aubrey “Trey” B. Harwell III
About Leadership Council on Legal Diversity
Founded in 2009, the Leadership Council on Legal Diversity (LCLD) has grown to an organization of more than 350
Members, who serve as either general counsel of major corporations or managing partners of the nation’s leading law
firms. United by a spirit of activism and personal commitment, LCLD Members participate widely in the programs
they’ve created—leading by example, taking action, and challenging the legal profession to prepare future generations of
diverse talent for the highest positions of leadership. Learn more at www.lcldnet.org.

In Memory of Allaire Urban Karzon
It’s with deep sorrow and sense of loss that Neal & Harwell recognizes the passing of our friend and former partner, Allaire
Urban Karzon. Allaire was truly a trailblazer in the legal community and had an outstanding career.
She joined James F. Neal and Aubrey B. Harwell, Jr. in forming the firm of Neal, Karzon & Harwell, predecessor to Neal &
Harwell. She was the first woman to be a partner in a Nashville law firm and was the first woman to be a named partner in
any firm in the state.
Aubrey B. Harwell, Jr. said, “Allaire was a great partner, and an excellent lawyer; and Jim Neal and I were very proud of
Allaire’s talents, as indicated by her being named one of the original partners of our law firm.”
She earned her law degree from Yale Law School and began her career with the United States Department of Justice,
followed by RCA Corporation.
She moved to Nashville with her husband, Dr. David Karzon, who was President of Vanderbilt Children’s Hospital. She
served as counsel to Performance Systems, successor to Minnie Pearl Fried Chicken. She served as General Counsel to
Aladdin Industries, working with her long-time friend, Aladdin Chairman and President, Victor Johnson. She was also
Vanderbilt Law School’s first tenured female professor.
Her civic accomplishments included serving as President to the Board of Directors of the Visiting Nurses Association in
Buffalo and as a member of the Board of Directors of Planned Parenthood of Nashville.
All of us at Neal & Harwell ask you to join us in expressing our deepest condolences to Allaire’s family and loved ones.

In February 1971, James F. Neal and Aubrey B. Harwell, Jr. announced the formation of
Neal, Karzon & Harwell, predecessor to Neal & Harwell.
Neal & Harwell is proud to celebrate 50 years of serving our clients and community.

This newsletter is made available by Neal & Harwell for educational purposes only as well as to give you general
information and a general understanding of the law, not to provide specific legal advice. By using this newsletter
you understand that there is no attorney client relationship between you and Neal & Harwell. This newsletter
should not be used as a substitute for competent legal advice from a licensed professional attorney in your state.
Tennessee law requires that we inform you that this is an advertisement.
We cannot accept representation on a new matter from either existing clients or new clients until we know that
we do not have a conflict of interest that would prevent us from doing so. Therefore, please do not send us any
information about any new matter that may involve a potential legal representation until we have confirmed
that a conflict of interest does not exist and we have expressly agreed in writing to the representation. Until
there is such an agreement, we will not be deemed to have given you any advice, any information you send may
not be deemed privileged and confidential, and we may be able to represent adverse parties.

